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GPLN member Highland Project Logistics handles shipment of wind mill blades from
USA to Dominican Republic
Highland Project Logistics, a GPLN member from the United States, handled the shipment of 45 wind mill
blades for 15 state-of-the-art wind turbines from Vestas USA. The shipment departed Houston Port to the
Port of Cabo Rojo, Dominican Republic, on July 28, 2015.
Highland Project Logistics was contracted by fellow GPLN member Sparber Group from Bilbao, Spain, to
shuttle 45 wind mill blades, each 180 feet long (55 meters) in specialized trucks from their origin in Brighton,
CO to Houston, TX – a streamlined process that was expedited for completion in only three weeks, shuttling
15 trucks back and forth in 3 round trips each. The blades were then loaded onto a charter vessel that left
from Houston in route to a wind farm in Cabo Rojo, Dominican Republic.
Highland Project Logistics coordinated all trucking, permit and port operations in Houston. The charter vessel
to Cabo Rojo was arranged directly by Sparber in Spain who obtained the shipping contract from Vestas for
this order.
“The selection of Highland Project by Sparber for this large-scale project reinforces our reputation for quality
and reliability in our oversized and project cargo services,” says Radek Maly, President of Highland Project
Logistics. “It also reinforces our strong position in the Houston project market, and globally.”
The joint cooperation between Sparber Group and Highland Project Logistics proves the strength of the GPLN
network and the importance of regular meetings GPLN provides.
To see some of Highland Project Logistics’ moves please go to their album on the GPLN Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150685915601595.383047.250416211594&type=3
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------About Global Project Logistics Network (GPLN)
The Global Project Logistics Network (GPLN) is the largest and most recognized non-exclusive projects
logistics network specializing in international projects movements and specialized lifts.
For more information about GPLN, please visit www.gpln.net
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